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Drive UPI payments in Fuel stations leveraging FASTag 
 

Paytm: 

Paytm is India's leading financial services company that offers full-stack payments & financial solutions 

to consumers, offline merchants and online platforms. The company is on a mission to bring half a 

billion Indians into the mainstream economy through payments, commerce, banking, investments, and 

financial services 

Vision and Mission: 
▪ Aspires to bring half a billion Indians into the mainstream economy through payments, 

commerce, banking, investments, and financial services 

 

Problem: 
 

Even though oil marketing companies and digital payment companies are trying to push digital 

payments in fuel stations they have not been successful despite the cashbacks and discounts offered by 

the companies.  

For oil marketing companies: 
Use of cash in the fuel stations leads to several problems as mentioned below: 

▪ High waiting time: Customers experience a higher waiting time when paid with cash as the 

employee needs to put together correct amount of change and verify for the authenticity of 

cash 

▪ Accountability: As most of the transactions that occur at the petrol stations are through cash, it 

becomes tough to keep record of all the transactions 

▪ Theft of money: Theft of money is one of most important concerns for oil marketers and its 

dealers. This loss of money can happen while taking the money to the bank collected at the 

petrol pump. The deposit of money at a bank is done once per day or thrice per week depending 

on the sales of petrol pumps in a day. There is another chance of money being lost during the 

nighttime at the petrol pumps because of the low security at the pump during the nighttime 

▪  Customer Loyalty: In the present day to day world, petrol is treated as a commodity wherein 

most of the customers do not have any emotional connection or loyalty towards the petroleum 

brands. It is exceedingly difficult to build loyalty programs for cash purchases 

For end users/customers: 
There are alternatives like using a credit/debit card and scanning the QR code shown by the employee at 

the station to complete the payment. These alternatives aren’t flawless as they require more time and 

effort from users. The users are not motivated enough to go through extra steps involved in the process. 

Overall, it isn’t a hassle-free delightful experience 
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Why now: 
 

▪ According to NPCI there are 22 million vehicles with Fastag as of Dec 2020. With Fastag being 

made mandatory from 15th January 2021 this number is expected to go up. 

▪ This presents an opportunity to utilize Fastag for payment purposes. 

▪ Expected transaction value on capturing 1% of market is 220 million INR monthly considering a 

1000 INR transaction per vehicle 

▪ This pandemic has resulted in higher adoption of contactless payment this makes it the right 

time to introduce this solution 

 

Impact: 
If Paytm builds a dedicated Payment solution for fuel stations: 

▪ Paytm already functions as an issuer and acquirer bank which provides it most of the 

infrastructure required 

▪ Access to 64,000 petrol outlets and attached convenience stores 

▪ Paytm for business already has POS and create and send invoice solutions 

▪ A dedicated solution should be an easy sell to oil marketing companies 

▪ Might further create opportunities in parking and fleet management 

▪ Can leverage this solution in vehicle insurance segment 

 

Goal:  
 

Goals Success metrics 
To be preferred payment solution in fuel stations Market share of fuel stations using Paytm 

Test if adding dedicated payment solution can 
Improve digital payments 

Conversion rate before and after launching this 
feature by doing A/B tests 
Percentage of people using auto-pay compared 
to scan and pay feature 
Increase in Paytm wallet transactions in fuel 
stations 

 

What is FASTag? 
 

FASTag is a RFID passive tag used for making toll payments directly from the customers linked prepaid or 

savings/current account. It is affixed on the windscreen of the vehicle and enables the customer to drive 

through toll plazas, without stopping for any toll payments. The toll fare is directly deducted from the 

linked account of the customer. FASTag is also vehicle specific and once it is affixed to a vehicle, it 

cannot be transferred to another vehicle. FASTag can be purchased from any of the NETC Member 

Banks. If a FASTag is linked to the prepaid account, then it needs to be recharged/ topped-up as per the 

usage of the customer. 

https://www.npci.org.in/what-we-do/netc-fastag/product-statistics
https://www.livemint.com/industry/energy/adding-over-78-000-petrol-pumps-is-uneconomical-says-crisil-1561035242434.html
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FASTag TRANSACTION PROCESS FLOW: 
  

 

 

Figure 1. FASTag transaction flow process 

 

Steps: 
 

1. Whenever the vehicle passes through the ETC lane of the Toll Plaza, the Toll Plaza system 

captures the FASTag details like (Tag ID, TID, Vehicle class, etc.) and sends it to the Acquiring 

bank for processing 

2. The Acquiring bank sends a request to the NETC Mapper to validate the tag details 

3. Once the Tag ID is validated, NETC Mapper responds with details like Vehicle class, VRN, Tag 

Status etc. If the Tag ID is absent in NETC Mapper, it will respond that the Tag ID is not 

registered 

4. After successful validation of Tag ID from NETC Mapper, acquirer host calculates the appropriate 

toll fare and initiate a debit request to NETC system 

5. NETC System will switch the debit request to the respective issuer bank for debiting the account 

of the customer 

6. Issuer host shall debit the linked tag holder account and sends a SMS alert to the tag holder. The 

Issuer host shall send the response message to NETC system. If the response is not sent within 

the defined TAT, the transaction is considered as Deemed Accepted 

7. NETC system will notify the response to acquirer host 

8. Acquirer host will notify to respective toll plaza system 
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Solution:- Simplifying Payments in Fuel Stations: 
 

 

Figure 2. Steps involved in payment process 

 

1.Read the Vehicle Number from the FASTag: 
 

This is a merchant side activity involving merchants. Merchant is equipped with a RFID tag reader which 

will be able to read the FASTag on the vehicles. 

 

  

Figure 3. Read vehicle no. from FASTag 
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As shown in the picture above we should be able to get vehicle number in one of the three ways 

depending on the API’s available: 

▪ We should be able to read it directly from the TagId 

▪ Through Acquirer bank (who will be our merchant side banking partner) 

▪ From NETC Mapper or NPCI APIs 

Note:  

▪ There should be no legal restrictions as vehicle numbers are displayed on the vehicle 

▪ It is essential to keep the range of the Tag-reader to the area of the fuel stations otherwise 

device may pick-up Tags of vehicle passing nearby 

 

2.Match the Vehicle Number with the Phone number associated with Payment Wallet: 
 

2.1 Scenario1: API’s return the registered phone number along with the vehicle number 
 

 

 

2.2 Scenario2: API’s do not return the phone number linked to the tag 
 

 

▪ Create a DB of phone number and linked vehicles 

▪ Ask users to enter the vehicle number in your payment app and store it but this requires high 

motivation, and it might be difficult to trigger such an action from user 

▪ Make users link FASTag with payment app by providing value addition: 

a. Introduce a feature which enables recharging of FASTag (existing in case of most 

wallets) 

b. Drive adoption by adding additional features such as: 

c. Ability to check balance 
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d. Auto-top-up every time the balance goes below threshold with a specified amount. 

(Easy push as negative balance leads to blacklisting of FASTag) 

 

 

Figure 4. Wireframe for Auto-Topup on payment wallets 
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3.Send bill/ Request for payment to the wallet address: 
 

3.1 Build a merchant side solution: that is, we act as bill collector to the merchant by supporting the 

customers to pay using UPI functionality of any bank or payment wallet 

Pros: 

▪ Easy to capture the market as there are fixed number of oil marketers, we can sell solutions to 

them allowing us to capture the larger chunk of market 

▪ As major players are PSUs with their backing there is opportunity to lobby with NPCI asking for 

the API infrastructure required for scaling and setting up the system 

Cons: 

▪ Only possible if we get the registered number from the NPCI 

▪ Difficult to create loyalty-based programs or cashbacks to drive adoption 

 

 

 

3.2 Build a solution that only works with your payment wallet users: If we do not get the registered 

phone number from API the option is to use the database, we have created within our system, so we 

only are able to serve these customers. 

Pros: 

▪ Creates a wow feature for our wallet users 

▪ Can create loyalty-based programs 

▪ May help in customer acquisition 

Cons: 

▪ A small market and might not receive the required support from other players involved 
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3.21 Features and requirements of the Bill: 

a. Bill should contain the following: 

▪ Icon indicating it is a gas station bill 

▪ Vehicle no. 

▪ Type of fuel 

▪ Quantity of fuel 

▪ Date and time 

▪ Amount 

▪ Name of the station (to be collected from the merchant device id) 

b. Bill should have a specific expiry time and should expire after 1minute 

3.22 Process involved: 

a. Merchant selects the vehicle from the device or the app 

b. Selects the type of fuel 

c. Enters the amount on the device 

d. Selects the user's wallet of choice (default wallet initially) 

e. Request for payment pop-ups on the user's phone 

 

Figure 5. Wireframe for merchant app 
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4.Confirmation to the User and the Merchant: 
 

4.1 Steps involved: 
▪ User receives the bill 

▪ Enters the PIN to approve or complete transaction 

▪ Confirmation message is shown to the user 

▪ Merchant receives the confirmation message 

▪ The bill times-out after a minute and failure message is delivered to user and merchant 

4.2 Features: 
▪ Confirmation message should be unique and identifiable 

▪ Should contain date time and amount 

▪ Should have a specific color which changes every day 

▪ Option to auto-forward the bill to driver’s phone: 

▪ As this solution allows the owner of the vehicle to pay for the fuel without having to give cash or 

transfer the amount to the driver 

▪ Merchant device should have voice confirmation along with the color led indicating the status of 

the transaction 

▪ Link to all wireframes 

 

 

Figure 6. Wireframe for payment wallet bill 

https://www.figma.com/files/project/21623805/FASTag
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Non- Product Requirement: 
 

Requirement Priority PIC 

Merchant training Must have Product sales 

Support team readiness Must have Product support 

Security clearance Must have Product security 

Privacy policy update for 
Merchant and Payment wallet 
on App store/play store 

Must have Product security 

Update product page on 
website and app store 

Must have Product/marketing 

Write blog posts Should have Product/marketing 
Social media posts for 
awareness of this feature 

Must have Marketing 

Start PR for this feature Must have Marketing 

 

 

Why not use a FASTag wallet for transactions rather than UPI or payment wallets? 
 

▪ FASTag wallets have amount limit based on the KYC which is low in most cases 

▪ As the average ticket size is larger this might lead to problem 

▪ There is no approval stage in the FASTag wallet as the transactions are direct debit 

▪ In case of fuel stations direct debit may lead to low balance and blacklisting of Tag 

▪ Issue resolution becomes complicated due to above reasons and it does not allow the end user 

to deny the payment of bill in case of discrepancy 

 

Future Ideas: 
 

▪ Expansion into Parking payments 

▪ Build a fleet management system and centralize the fuel payment for fleet 

▪ Make fuel stations autonomous by linking the fuel dispensing system with the wallet 

▪ Build loyalty programs for oil marketers 

▪ Expand to two-wheeler by introducing Loyalty based fuel tags 

▪ Expand to vehicle insurance segment 
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MVP and Implementation Plan: 
 

Hypothesis: Customers are comfortable/willing to pay their fuel bills which automatically pop-up on 

their phones 

▪ Pick a test market, a fuel station which is remote i.e., it must be the only station in the area 

▪ Select customers who are regular to this station 

▪ Provide those customers with RFID tags which contain their phone number and vehicle number 

▪ On subsequent visits nudge them to pay using payment wallets by sending the bills to the 

corresponding wallet 

▪ Analyze the data look for adoption rate i.e., percentage of people who used this payment 

method as their preferred mode of payment 
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